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Regter's study explores the development of fan-shaped decorative motifs on Caeretan bucchero pottery of the seventh century B.c. R., in general, follows the framework established by earlier bucchero studies, most notably those of Pareti (1947) and Rasmussen (1979) . The main focus of R.'s research is the development of fan-shaped decoration on a range of bucchero forms, a motif that leads R. to develop an internal chronology for the classification of bucchero. R.'s proposed chronology thus departs from Rasmussen's which relies largely upon the dating of associated Greek pottery found in Etruscan funereal contexts in order to establish dates. R.'s volume also publishes three collections of bucchero pottery in Amsterdam -that of the Allard Pierson Museum, as well as two private collections.
The basic approach in this book is a stylistic analysis of the decorative motifs found on bucchero vessels. The motifs are presented in detailed photographs that can be compared side-by-side, along with extensive notes and diagrams. Three developmental stages for the fan motif are identified: preprogrammatic, proto-programmatic, and programmatic. The earliest stage witnesses the use of composite patterns that combine incised fans with petalled rosettes, while the proto-programmatic REVIEWS stage brings about the gradual regularization of the fan's placement. The vessels in the preprogrammatic group are identified as experimental forms, often being handmade as opposed to later bucchero that was manufactured on the potter's wheel. Some of these experimental forms include apodal pieces that rest upon stands, perhaps reminiscent of Villanovan vessels that were designed to hang from a peg. The second stage also saw the fan motif develop from an earlier motif (half rosettes), yielding a semi-circular fan that was manufactured using an instrument with a single row of teeth, or picked out freehand.
By the end of the second stage the fan motif has a fixed orientation with the arc of the fan directed toward the upper, outer edge of the decorated area, demonstrating that the fan is a decorative motif in its own right and not simply a product of horror vacui. The programmatic stage adds horizontal fans to the vertical fans of the earlier stages; it is this stage that applies to the first 'true bucchero'. During this programmatic stage the fan becomes predominant in the decorative scheme, but by the end of this period the fan motif eventually falls out of usage. R. correlates the lapse of the fan motif with a general degradation in the quality of bucchero pottery.
In studying the fan motif, R. attempts to document five 'hands' that seem evident in the corpus under study, based upon the directionality and precision of tool marks. This attempt to document various instrument groups within the production of this period does reinforce the generally held theory that in the seventh century this material was produced at Caere and exported to other Etruscan centres, although the alleged identification of actual individual artisans seems a risky proposition.
The analysis of bucchero design presented by R. includes a consideration of various techniques including filigree, granulation, repouss6, and countersunk designs. One objective is to discuss the relationship between bucchero and metalwork vase forms. The tableware that comprises the bulk of the bucchero corpus is divided into a high quality class that is characterized by thin walls and a black sheen, and another class that is less carefully manufactured with a greyer sheen and thicker walls. R. concludes that this second class of tableware is nearly mass-produced.
The presentation of the design analysis is a vehicle for R. to explicate his internal chronology. This chronology is based upon the fan motif that is characteristic of the higher quality tableware, a design that began as a horror vacui technique and eventually came into its own right. The experimental group of pottery, which preceded the first category of high quality tableware in R.'s scheme, gave rise to this design element. R. admits that this hypothesis stands counter to the external chronology of Rasmussen which considers the experimental group to have developed over time rather than as an antecedent to the main seventh-century forms. The external chronology also implies that the fan decoration was copied from metal forms, while R. asserts that it developed within the bucchero corpus. In the end, R.'s discussion of the relationship of ceramic to metal reaches the conclusion that the fan-shaped decoration originated in bucchero and not in metal, and that the dating of the experimental group must, by necessity, be transferred from its current date in the third quarter of the seventh century to the middle of the first half of the seventh century B.C. This re-dating is necessary for R. since the experimental group must precede the appearance of true bucchero.
Despite the neatness of R.'s presentation, there are problems inherent in the approach adopted in this study. R.'s study of bucchero design occurs here in isolation, paying little heed to other archaeological evidence or contexts. Rasmussen's chronology does rely on the chronology of Greek ceramics, and while some might desire an internally articulated chronology, the consideration of bucchero on purely stylistic grounds is perilous. The removal of pottery from an archaeological framework disallows the validity of any proposed chronology, thus R.'s re-dating of the experimental bucchero is unsubstantiated. Indeed R.'s approach is much in the tradition of the outmoded Meisterfrage trend in art-historical studies, a model that runs counter to current mainstream Mediterranean studies.
In all aspects of studying the pottery, R. is meticulous and thorough, providing numerous comparisons for the pieces and design motifs under study. There are a few drawbacks in the fluidity of language in the volume, owing largely to difficulties in the presentation of the text in English. The case that R. makes would undoubtedly be stronger if, in the concluding section, more attention had been given to recent scholarship on bucchero pottery, particularly the various archaeometric studies whose aim it has been to better understand both the physical fabric of bucchero and its methods of production. Dates from these studies, paired with R.'s more traditional stylistic analysis, could, in fact, make new statements about bucchero in the seventh century B.C. 
